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Introduction
The goal of this research evaluation was to determine the sustainable transportation
benefits of the bike share system recently established in the Pittsburgh region, the
Healthy Ride System (HRS). This evaluation developed a methodology to quantify the
sustainability benefits that can be applied to other regions that have established or are
anticipating implementation of a bike share system.
The work plan consisted of three primary tasks. The tasks include (1) a survey of users
to determine travel characteristics and economic impacts, (2) data collection of bike share
users, (3) analysis of the data and development of a methodology to quantify the benefits.
Healthy Ride users received a two-part survey, conducted from April to August 2016, that
was used to determine travel behavior and demographic characteristics. The survey was
sent via email; it was also posted on the HRS website and the Facebook page. A second
survey was sent to people that registered for the Healthy Ride bike share program but
never used it.
This report includes a review of current literature regarding bike share programs; a
discussion of the survey methodology; an analysis of key findings from the user survey
and the development of a methodology and reported results of the data collection that will
be used to determine the air quality benefits of the HRS regionally and locally.
The report uses this survey information to then develop the methodology for both a
regional air quality analysis as well as the selection of a more detailed study area in the
Oakland section of the City of Pittsburgh.
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Literature Review
The literature review was conducted in order to evaluate how bike share systems
across the United States and the World currently operate and how the benefits are
measured.

Introduction
The following literature review explores current research done for bike share programs
around the world, highlighting three specific areas that are heavily influenced by these
programs travel habits: economic benefits, and air quality.
The literature review included the impacts that bike share programs have on the Travel
Habits of those that use the system, including factors influencing mode shift. The
literature review explored demographic charactersitics of bike share users, and how bike
share has changed users’ daily routine. This review also considered the bike share
impacts on Air Quality and reductions in emmissions. The literature reviewed was based
on research published in 2014 or later, suggesting it’s relevance in today’s bike share
systems.

Travel Habits
This section provides a baseline of how travel habits have changed for users and
establishes critical information that can be used to link benefits to the transportation
system. This is a summary of recent research that explored the travel habit changes and
transportation benefits of bike share systems.
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[Bike Portland 2011] showed that bike share in Portland, Oregon significantly increased
bike riding frequency of users from a monthly basis pre-bike share to a weekly basis with
bike share. Most of users shifted from the walking or transit mode share. The follow-up
mode shift was personal vehicle use, then personal bicycle. The same mode ranking
applied to first-mile last-mile modes, where these other methods were ranked on
frequency of use in conjunction with bike share.
[Fishman et al. 2015] analyzed the repercussions of bike share programs in the active
travel of populations in Australia, Great Britain and United States. For the trip to be
considered “active” the person making this trip must be exerting physical effort. Both
walking and cycling are considered as active travel modes. The study reinforces the idea
that bike share users’ previous modes of transportation are primarily public transportation,
walking and bicycling. The results further showed that bike share deployment in those
cities did not increase the active travel time for the users, however the authors point out
that the active travel time is generally reduced with the change from walking to cycling.
[LDA Consulting 2017] supports the idea that many switched to bike share from active
transportation modes in their 2016 Capital Bikeshare (CaBi) member survey in
Washington D.C. Over half of respondents switched to bike share from transit or personal
vehicle use and three in ten people switched from walking. In addition, over 60% of
members rideshared or taxied less. This brings up the question of rideshares and taxi’s
similarity to personal vehicle use or transit use.
[Tang et al. 2017] discovered that in Shanghai; previous personal bike users and previous
transit riders rode bike share more frequently, by 0.1 trips per day, than previous private
vehicle users. Oddly enough, those who had shifted from walking and private vehicle use
ride bike share with equal frequency.
[Godavarthy et al. 2016] performed a study in the college town of Fargo, North Dakota,
where the vast majority of bike share users were students. The majority of students using
bike share made at least one bike share trip every day. Through surveys, they found that
the bike share had a negative impact on bus ridership, implying a significant mode switch
from transit.
[Topalovic et al. 2016] found that in the town of Hamilton in Canada, bike share is used
by a third of the member survey respondents to connect to transit, serving as a first-mile/
last-mile connector, as opposed to a replacing factor, as found in Fargo. Another third of
respondents indicated driving less with bike share. In Hamilton, the bike share system
also encouraged users to bike ride more.
In the Fargo study, over six in ten students rode bike share on a daily basis. In Hamilton,
three-quarters of bike share users also biked more than they did pre-bike share.
[Campbell et al. 2016] looked at bike share programs and electronic bicycles (e-bike) in
Beijing, China. The authors conducted a survey that asked users about their previous
modes of transportation and factors that influenced their decision to change modes. Using
6

data collected from the survey, they implemented a multinomial logit switching model to
look at the impacts. Results indicated that most bike share users complete short trips with
the bikes. Before switching, their previous modes of transportation were unsheltered
modes, such as walking and personal bicycling, or public transportation.
Overall, bike share displaced and complimented the most trips from other active
transportation mode shares, such as walking, personal biking, and using transit. While
many people switched to bike share from transit, many others use bike share as a firstmile last-mile connector to transit. We also notice in the most recent CaBi survey,
ridesharing modes come into play, which was not considered in their previous survey in
2014, though riding taxi was included. In coming years, ridesharing may take a bigger
part as a travel mode in connection to bike share.

[Ahillen et al.2015] looked for ways to increase ridership for bike share programs. The
authors tracked travel patterns by gathering location data and time stamps from the
docking stations. They compiled this data for bike share programs in Brisbane, Australia
and Washington D.C. Results from this study suggested that users were significantly
affected by weather conditions and utilized the bike share program less during inclement
weather conditions, especially rainfall events. Additionally, the authors noted that certain
policies such as providing helmets and improving accessibility to bike share program in
neighborhoods without them, increased ridership exponentially.
The previously mentioned [Campbell et al. 2016] study also notes that ridership is likely
to decrease with extreme temperatures, either hot or cold, or in the presence of
precipitation. [Sun et al. 2016] furthered the relation of bike share ridership to weather.
The authors found that in Seattle’s bike share system, Pronto, wind speed decreased
ridership and higher visibility increased it. Temperature increase had a positive effect on
ridership in the winter, with a reverse effect in other seasons, and similarly, humidity had
a decreased ridership in the winter, while increasing ridership in other seasons.
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[Khatri et al. 2016] analyzed route choice and factors such as distance, travel time, and
bike-friendly facilities. Unlike previous data collection methods, this study used GPS data
provided by a bike share program in Phoenix, Arizona. Results indicated that bicyclists
normally select shorter trip routes with lower vehicle traffic volumes; however, the highest
priority was safety. Riders preferred safer routes to shorter ones and were willing to add
length to a trip in exchange for safety. Thus, results showed that perceived safety is a
significant factor for route choice.
[Shaheen et al. 2015] found a fairly equal distribution of riders’ travel times in San
Francisco’s Bay Area. Just as many users rode for a half to a whole hour, as for one to
two hours. A quarter of rides were over two hours long. This study neglects trips below
the half hour mark, which seems to be a significant portion of rides in other studies.
[Jurdak et al. 2013] found there to be a strong bias for short trips, with a 6-minute peak,
in Washington D.C.’s Capital Bikeshare, the study also found that in Boston, regular riders
averaged 14 minutes, while casual riders averaged 55 minutes. This time distribution is
partially attributed to the fare system, with 30- and 60-minute fare increases. However,
the time distribution was similar even after accounting for variability in station density
(providing more opportunities to dock). This points to non-monetary energy costs being
the primary motivator for trip times.

Air Quality
If a bike share system can shift traveler’s modes from auto or bus it is anticipated that a
decrease in emissions will result. This is a hypothesis of this research and current
research evaluations of this impact were considered.
[Bigazzi et al. 2016] examined the relationship between route selection and exposure to
carbon emissions. Not surprisingly, users selected routes that minimized their exposure
to unhealthy particles mostly because these routes also had lower traffic volumes.
[Chunyan et al. 2015] discussed the effects of bike share programs on levels of
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in Beijing, China. The authors used a survey to collect
data pertaining to trip origin/destination and mode switch. They loaded the results in a
travel demand model to calculate distance by mode substituted. The results indicated that
bike sharing trips accounted for 0.2% of the total urban bicycle trips.
62% of the users take the bikes to complement a trip that was made with a public
transportation mode, demonstrating a first-last mile option. The authors also asked users
about which mode they substituted with the public bike sharing. 51% said they would use
the bus system, 19% switched from vehicles (both car and taxi), 13% would use their own
bikes and another 13% would have walked to their destination.
With the average distance and the percentages of mode substitution, the authors created
an emission model to calculate the GHG emissions. The substitution mode results
8

indicated that most bike share users switched from walking, public transit, or using their
own personal bike. These transportation modes have a low value of GHG emission per
passenger. Furthermore, results indicated that there was a low percentage of mode
switch from vehicle to bike sharing, however the reduction in CO2 emissions were 319.2
tons. The reduction from public transportation to bike share mode switch was 83.6 tons
of CO2 emitted per year.
[Hitchcock et al. 2014] conducted 5 case studies within 5 European cities in which Bike
share systems have been implemented. Of these 5 cities the researchers choose 3 cities,
London, Antwerp and Thessaloniki, where bike sharing has become a primary source of
emission reductions.
In the impact analysis, the researchers identified preferred road links for bike share users
in each city. The roadway links were then modeled in three separate scenarios the first
being the roadway link with no bike share traffic, the second with the existing amount of
bike share and vehicle traffic and the third with only bike share traffic. They then began
to quantify the emissions by multiplying the activity levels of each mode for each scenario
by a mean pollution factor from SOV, trucks and motorcycles for a specific pollutant on
each roadway link. A dispersion model was then created using the pollutant
concentrations and the values from air quality stations around the cities.
[Li et al. 2016] also examined the effects of bike-share use based on air quality. Although
the research did not describe any methodology on the quantification of air quality, the
researchers focused on the behavior of a bike-share users based on the ambient air
quality. In this research they found a clear increase in bike-share use when air pollution
rates are higher because users are more cognizant of the effects of traveling by motorized
vehicle. In addition, the seasonal effects have a large impact on the behavior of users, in
turn effecting the air quality.
[Wilmington Department of Planning and Development et al. 2016] conducted a feasibility
study of a bike share system in the city of Wilmington Utah. The study was conducted
using data received from the Salt Lake City GREENBike system. They quantified the air
quality changes by simply analyzing the number of bike share bikes on the road and
assumed these trips would have been completed using a car previously, it was assumed
that the bike miles traveled were changed to vehicle miles traveled which were then
converted to the respective amount of emissions created from vehicle trips as well as the
gasoline consumption per mile traveled.

Summary of Literature Review
Growing concern regarding climate change and greenhouse gas emissions have led to
an increase in demand for alternative transportation. As a result, bike share services have
increased significantly in the 21st century and continue to gain popularity as a cheaper
and more sustainable way to travel. Most bike share riders switched from transportation
modes that were already considered somewhat sustainable and economical (transit,
personal bicycling, walking). One goal moving forward for bike share is to make the
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service good enough so that drivers can feel comfortable replacing their cars with the
combination of bike share and public transportation. Determining the air quality benefits
of bike share has not been explored in detail except for the Beijing study. This research
effort explored air quality benefits on a local level and regional level.

Survey Methodology
This section of the report summarizes the results of a survey sent out to Healthy Ride
users in May of 2016. The survey began April 30, 2016 and was completed on August
22, 2016.The survey was sent via email to all registered Healthy Ride users and could be
accessed on the Healthy Ride website and Facebook page. The survey was conducted
in conjunction with the HRS organization and the regional metropolitan planning
organization, the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC). HRS distributed the
survey to their users. The researchers hosted the survey using the Qualtrics system and
provided the link for distribution by HRS. Both HRS and SPC reviewed the survey
questions and provided valuable input on their needs to evaluate the users and how the
information could eventually be used to improve the system and evaluate the benefits.
Generally, the survey was used to gain a better understanding of the users’ travel habits
and demographic characteristics as well as economic characteristics and consumer
spending related to bike share usage. HRS also used the survey to ask for
recommendations on how to improve the system. A second survey was sent to those who
registered for Healthy Ride but did not use the system. The goal of this survey was to
identify deficiencies in the system and better understand why some people registered for
Healthy Ride but did not use it. With this information, Healthy Ride staff can determine
how to improve bike sharing services.
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Survey Results
The following provides a summary of the survey results. The surveys and the complete
results are provided in Appendices A, HRS User Survey and Appendix B, HRS Survey
Results, respectively. This summary is provided for both the HRS users that were active
at the time of the survey and HRS registered users that were not actively using the
system.

Healthy Ride User Results
The survey was completed by a total of 443 respondents that were current users of the
system. After a review for partial completions and invalid results, there were 295 valid
responses that were summarized. At the time of the survey HRS reported that there
were 22,602 users of the system that were active. This represents a 1.305% response
rate.
In order to determine the impact of HRS on the transportation system and air quality,
the travel characteristics of respondents was deemed to be the most important
information for future phases of the research. The survey results provide a wealth of
information for other purposes such as demographic profiles of users, economic
benefits and satisfaction/recommendations for the system. The following sections of the
summary provide the results of the survey from the four primary sections and purposes
of the survey which include travel habits, economic benefits, customer satisfaction and
demographics of users.

Travel Characteristics of Users
From the pool of respondents, the data was filtered by frequency of use; because one
goal of the survey was to gather information on users that implement Healthy Ride as a
frequent mode of transportation. This was selected as a filter because frequent users
potentially represent significant impacts on the transportation system. It was determined
that 76 valid responders use healthy ride at least 1-3 day(s) per week, and these 76
responses are the data reported throughout this section of the report. It is anticipated
that these results will be used for future analysis purposes.
It is important to focus on frequent riders to accurately track long-term environmental
impacts of the bike share system. By assessing travel patterns of the frequent Healthy
Ride user, the researchers can more thoroughly understand behavior and predict mode
shift and potential congestion reduction, and air quality improvements. Data developed
from consistent users of the system may also assist in generating an accurate model for
evaluating travel conditions in specific corridors using a simulation model for future
research.
Of the respondents that use Healthy Ride 34.58% travel during the weekday (Monday –
Friday). Respondents that use it to travel to or from work as their primary trip purpose
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were 17.57% This is relevant, when considering the impacts that a bike share system
might have on congestion especially during peak hours of travel in an urban
environment. The results of the survey relative to the trip purpose of these travelers are
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Survey Results for Trip Purpose

For most riders, greater than 50%, these trips primarily replaced personal auto trips and
walking modes of travel. 22.30% of users replaced auto trips, 19.94% of users indicated
that the trip replaced the bus or light rail, 34.80% indicated it replaced walking, and the
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remaining 22.96% replaced other types of trips such as taxi/uber/lyft and personal
bicycles
Similar to the literature reviewed, the researchers concluded that the bike share system
primarily replaced bus trips and walking trips. However, in contrast to what was seen in
the literature, personal vehicle mode shift is a significant type of mode change. This is
potentially beneficial to the transportation system because a desired scenario is that
auto trips be replaced with bicycle trips on a significant level thus causing a reduction in
CO2and other GHG emissions.
Another important travel characteristic of HRS users includes mode linkage changes.
The consideration is whether using HRS reduced the need to link to other modes to
complete a trip thus encouraging more trips via HRS or other less impactful modes. In
general, HRS users depended less on all other modes (bus, light rail, personal vehicle,
carpool van, taxi/uber/lyft, personal bicycle, walking) after shifting to the bike share
system to complete a trip. According to the survey, walking is the most common mode
of travel used in conjunction with the Healthy Ride system –as a “linked” trip. Linked
trips that use non-emitting modes such as walking can also have a positive impact on
GHG.
Researchers also reviewed the average trip length to help determine a potential
reduction in CO2 and other GHG emissions. According to the survey results, frequent
riders spend an average of 25 minutes on the Healthy Ride bike per use. Additionally,
user’s responses were filtered by people that own vehicles and have indicated a
reduction in miles driven. Looking at this pool of respondents, a majority responded that
Healthy Ride is a major factor in reducing their miles driven.
For frequent riders, an average of 3.2 trips per week switched from transit to the Healthy
Ride System. The reduction in transit mileage measured on a personal level was 419
miles per week. Again, this is not to say that buses were driving fewer miles, rather this
number represents personal vehicle miles of travel (VMT). The mode shift from auto to
HRS was calculated in a similar manner, and the personal VMT was 224 miles per
week. These calculations assume an average speed of 15 miles per hour for an HRS
user. The results are summarized in Table 1. Table 2 summarizes the results for all
Healthy Ride users.
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Table 1
Frequent Users Mode Shift from Transit/Auto to HRS Travel Characteristics
Frequent
users
Transit to HRS
Auto to HRS

Number in
survey

Average

Total

Average trip
time

Average
distance
15mph

Personal
VMT weekly

(#)

(%)

trips/week

trips/week

minutes/trip

miles/trip

miles/week

23
17

30.6
22.3

3.2
2.7

73.6
45.9

22.73
19.53

5.6825
4.8825

418.23
224.15

Table 2
All Users Mode Shift from Transit/Auto to HRS Travel Characteristics

All users
Transit to HRS
Auto to HRS

Number in
survey
(#)
57
66

(%)
19.3
22.3

Average

Total

Average trip
time

trips/week
1.47
0.96

trips/week
83.79
63.36

minutes/trip
24.75
33.91

Average
distance
15mph
miles/trip
6.1875
8.4775

Personal
VMT
weekly
miles/week
518.45
537.13

In summary the travel characteristics of frequent HRS users revealed important
information that can be used to determine the benefits to the transportation system.
Frequent users replaced transit, walking and auto trips with bicycle trips. The largest
shift came from transit usage although over 20% shifted from the auto mode. Significant
personal shift in VMT was also reported from both transit and private auto mode.

Data Collection
In order to estimate the number of vehicles that HRS users have eliminated from the
roadway network the location and volume of travel by HRS bike users was determined.
This information, along with the survey results, was then used to determine the volumes
and routes of vehicle trips eliminated on a routine daily basis.
The most direct method to determine the amount of travel being performed by bikeshare
system users, would be by tracking the number, length of trip and route of users on the
roadway network. However, the HRS in Pittsburgh cannot track this data through their
user profiles and GPS tracking of the bikes in the system is not available.
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Currently, the pickup and drop off location of each bike is tracked in addition to the trip
duration. The data on each individual bike usage relative to station pickup, drop-off, time
and length of trip was used to estimate the routes and volumes of users.
An origin/destination matrix for one full year of data (2016) was developed from the
information currently available from HRS. This data was summarized by number of trips
between stations. Trips that begin and end at the same station were not used. A review
of the 2016 data revealed that 26% of the 76,419 total trips began and ended at the
same station. These are most likely not trips that were a result of a mode shift from an
auto or transit mode and therefore would not be considered in the eventual analysis of
air quality benefits.
From this information the most likely routes used by riders between stations were
estimated. The number of frequent riders (8.58% of all users travel 4-7 days per week)
that shifted from auto were estimated to convert bicycle trips of vehicle trips. Although
there may be many other vehicle trips that replaced auto trips these criteria were
selected because they represent frequent users that would replace previous auto trips
on a typical weekday thus reducing emissions on an ongoing basis.
The routes used were based upon projected travel paths from a travel routing
application, google earth, which provides recommended routes for bicycle and vehicle
trips. These types of travel applications provide several potential routes, but the most
likely was used.
The selected route’s travel time was also compared to the average travel time
information from HRS. Preferred routes during peak traffic periods were used.
The following provides a description of how the data collection was performed in order
to support the analysis to determine the usage of the HRS system on roadways within
the city of Pittsburgh and the estimates of where and how many vehicle trips have been
replaced by the HRS.

Bicycle Trip Data
An origin/destination matrix was created using HRS 2016 trip data. For each origin and
destination pair the trips were summed to find the annual volume for each
origin/destination pair. In a separate matrix, the travel times from each trip were
averaged for each of the origin/destination pairs.
Since many trips using the HRS are recreational, the travel times are much longer than
a user taking the most direct route such as a commuter. Also, some of the travel times
were found to be very small compared to the distance of travel, we assume that this is
an error in the bike data collection. To avoid using these extreme travel times we
eliminated any travel times that were greater than or less than 20% of the average. After
screening this data, the average travel times were found to be relatively close to the
travel times found using google earth when routing the trips.
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Within both of these the matrices, each station was assigned to the most accurate
Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) as identified in the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission
(SPC) regional travel demand model, in addition to the precise latitude and longitude of
the station location.
After summarizing the annual bike volumes in the matrix, the volumes were converted
to average annual daily trips (AADT) by dividing by 366, due to 2016 being a leap year.
The AADT was then adjusted using an average monthly factor of 1.378. This factor was
found by separating the total 2016 trips by month as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2
Volume of 2016 HRS Trips by Month
12000
10000

Volume

8000
6000
4000
2000
0

As shown in Figure 2, late spring and summer months have the highest volume of trips,
which was expected due to weather conditions. It was determined that using the months
of April through October would be more representative of average travel conditions. In
order to adjust the bike trips the total volumes for each month were normalized as
shown in Table 3. The months of April to October were then averaged to give the final
adjustment factor of 1.378. The factor of 1.378 was then used to adjust the HRS bike
trip AADT to determine the average daily volumes during the months of high usage.
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Table 3
Monthly Adjustment Factors

Month

Total Trips

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Average

1645
2765
5433
6839
8857
10677
10910
8772
9196
6191
3811
1323
6368

Adjustment factors
(Based on total
trips)
0.258
0.434
0.853
1.074
1.391
1.677
1.713
1.377
1.444
0.972
0.598
0.208

After converting the bicycle trips to AADT and adjusting them based on the monthly
variations, the data was screened by removing any daily bike trips from station to station
that were less than 0.5 per day. This screening criteria was used to identify only those
station to station trips that create significant usage in the system and in turn heavily
used routes.
The initial screening of the data displayed high volume clusters of origins and
destinations between neighborhoods around the city. The two main clusters were
Oakland-Shadyside, and Downtown-The Strip District-Lawrenceville. The usage in
these two clusters was identified and used in the analysis. The volumes and HRS
origin/destination pairs from these two clusters are shown in Appendix C.

Estimating Routes for Bicycle Trips
The origin/destination pairs from both clusters were routed using Google Earth. Google
Earth was chosen as a routing estimating tool because the bike routes that are
recommended between stations are based on elevation changes, existing bike on-street
and off-street facilities and traffic congestion.
The researchers believe this gives an accurate representation of routes HRS users may
be choosing to take. Also, Google Earth allows users to export the routes as a KMZ file,
a zip file that can be converted to a KML file, which is the display of the geographic
17

data. These files can then be imported into a GIS map. To route these trips, the latitude
and longitude of each origin station and destination station was put into the “Directions”
feature and the bike routing tool from Google Earth was used. While Google Earth
suggested three routes for most of the origin/destination pairs, the most likely route for a
bicyclist was chosen based on the HRS recorded average trip times and general
knowledge of the area. The chosen route was then exported to be overlaid on the GIS
map. This resulted in an estimated route for each pair of origins and destinations for the
two clusters of HRS stations. This information was then used to identify high activity
roadways in each of the two cluster areas in the City of Pittsburgh.

Locations of Bicycle Activity and Auto Trips Replaced
Once the data was collected on the volumes, location and estimated routes of the
bicycle trips generated by the HRS, the data was used to identify high activity areas to
support the next phase of the analysis. In addition, the estimated number of replaced
auto trips and their routes were estimated to support the analysis of the regional
impacts of the reduced auto travel on emission levels.

Conversion of Bicycle Trips to Replaced Auto Trips
To convert the annual bike trips to annual vehicle trips (HRSVT), the total annual bike
trips (HRSBT) were multiplied by a mode shift percentage of 2% and divided by an
average auto occupancy of 1.1.
The mode shift percentage was determined by users who frequently switched from auto
to HRS. Using the survey data cited previously in this report, the results were filtered by
users that shifted from private auto to HRS and used HRS 4-7 times a week. Of the 295
respondents, approximately 2% of them met this criterion. Of the 2% that shifted from
auto to HRS 4-7 days a week, all of them were weekday trips. These criteria results
were used in estimating the vehicle trips being replaced with HRS trips on a typical
weekday.
This average auto occupancy level was selected because it represents the regional
average used by SPC in their travel demand model for work trips. These survey results
and travel characteristics were then used to estimate the annual vehicle trips replaced
as follows:

𝐻𝑅𝑆𝑉𝑇 =

(𝐻𝑅𝑆𝐵𝑇)(𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 %)
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝. (
)
𝑣𝑒ℎ

After converting the bike trips to vehicle trips, the data was screened by removing
annual vehicle trips between HRS stations to only consider replaced auto trips that
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would have a significant impact. It was determined that the origin/destination pairs in the
bottom 20th-percentile of total annual vehicle trips would be removed because they
replace less than 0.38 vehicle trips annually. A sample matrix of the screened annual
auto trip data is shown in Appendix D.

Routing Method for Auto Trips
Using Google Earth, each of the remaining origin/destination pairs for the auto trips after
screening, were plotted. The most likely route for each origin/destination pair was
chosen and exported to then be overlaid on the GIS map.
It is noted that the routes chosen for the auto trips are different than the estimated
routes for bike trips using the same station origins and destinations. That is because
auto trips are routed primarily on the shortest travel time, but bike trip routes are based
on additional factors such as topography and availability of bike facilities.
The estimated time and distance for each pair was also recorded in a new
origin/destination matrix to be used in calculating the vehicle miles traveled. This data
will eventually be used to estimate the regional air quality benefits. A sample of these
matrices are shown in Appendix D.

Creating a Spatial Distribution Study Area
In order to study the locations geographically for both bike and replaced auto trips a
spatial distribution method and model was developed.
A spatial distribution study area and model for bike and auto routes was created by
using ArcGIS. The KMZ files of bicycle routes from Google Earth were converted to
layers in ArcMap. Annual volumes by route were added as an attribute to those layer
files. All routes were then divided in several links based on the overlapping route
numbers in an area of the city. To determine total bicycle volumes by links, volumes of
overlapping links were summed. The HRS stations of 2016 and the open street base
map provided by ArcGIS was used as other layers.
Similar to the bicycle routes, volumes by roadway link were calculated for vehicle trips in
the study area. The structure of SPC road network was imported into the ArcGIS model
and overlaid for the finalization of data. Finally, after integration with the regional travel
demand model, the links were identified which were on and off the SPC road network.

Spatial and Volume Distribution of Bicycle Trips
The GIS tool was used to explore transportation locations in more depth. A route
includes nodes and links. The nodes were represented by the bicycle stations and
routes between origin/destination in this project were identified as links. The GIS system
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was also supplemented by identifying the traffic analysis zones (TAZ) used by SPC.
This was added in order to identify routes on an off the SPC network.
The next step in the process was importing datasets of each route selected from Google
Earth. The recommended routes were chosen from Google Earth based on many
factors including terrain, length and duration. These “KML” files were added to ArcGIS
using “Conversion tools’ within ArcGIS. This process involved each route having its own
dataset stored in “Attribute table”.
The dataset was then expanded to add annual bike trip volumes of each route within the
attribute table. The merge tool, which can combine different routes datasets into a
single, new output dataset, was then used. The line tool in ArcGIS was also used to
create a new shapefile containing links generated by splitting routes into links at their
intersections. In summary the researchers used the available data to calculate
overlapping volumes by using the statistical summary function.
The estimates of the total annual number of bicycle trips on most frequently use routes
of all O/D pairs that overlap on different roadways was divided into two clusters for each
sub-area as shown in Figure 3. Due to the size of the areas the two clusters are broken
into two sub areas for illustration purposes only. Figures 4 through 7 present the data
for each sub-area of each cluster.
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Figure 3
Locations of Clusters and Sub-Areas
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Figure 4
Oakland-Shadyside Cluster Annual Bike Volumes by Link (Sub-Area East)
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Figure 5
Oakland-Shadyside Cluster Annual Bike Volumes by Link (Sub-Area West)
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Figure 6
Downtown-Lawrenceville Cluster Annual Bike Volumes by Link (Sub-Area West)
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Figure 7
Downtown-Lawrenceville Cluster Annual Bike Volumes by Link (Sub-Area East)

Replaced Auto Trips Distribution and Volume
ArcGIS was also used to determine the location of the replaced vehicular trip volumes.
Google Earth was again used to route the vehicle trips based on the origin/destination
pairs and exported. These routes were then plotted in GIS and separated by link to
show the total volume of annual vehicular trips based on the converted HRS trips. The
predicted vehicular trip routes and volumes were utilized in order to provide data on the
geographic location of replaced trips. This information was developed to provide
information to SPC for the regional air quality analysis. Appendix D provides a sample
of the detailed origin/destination matrices information provided to SPC to the regional air
quality analysis.
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Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the locations within the City of Pittsburgh where a higher
volumes of replacement vehicular trips were estimated. Highlighted in black are all
routes that have trips. Shown in red are higher volume segments.
Figure 8
Higher Volume Replaced Vehicular Trip Locations
Pittsburgh Central Business District
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Figure 9
Higher Volume Replaced Vehicular Trip Locations
Oakland Area

Oakland Study Area Air Quality Analysis
Introduction
In order to determine the air quality benefits of the HRS system on a localized area, the
Oakland Study area was selected due to the high activity levels of HRS usage on the
streets in this section of the City. The air quality analysis was performed by using a
methodology which determines how traffic flow and delay changes when vehicles are
replaced by bicycles from the HRS system. The methodology also considers the
impacts of all bikes on the roadways. The analysis used bicycle volumes based upon
actual counts and estimated usage of the HRS bikes on the streets in the study area.
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Data on vehicular activity levels, based on counts, was also collected along with
operational characteristics of key intersections. The corresponding delays, speeds and
emissions were estimated using a traffic analysis model to compare the following
scenarios:
Baseline emission conditions in 2018 with HRS and other bicycles operating in the
study area during the peak hours of traffic volumes;
Estimated 2018 conditions if no HRS bicycles were operating in the study area during
the same peak periods; and
2014 Pre-HRS Conditions with no bicycles operating in the study area with the same
traffic volumes as 2018.

Selection of Study Area
The data generated from the bike routing map of the Oakland-Shadyside cluster, shown
in figures 4 and 5, was reviewed for the volumes of each link to determine where an
appropriate study area would be to collect data and analyze the air quality impacts on a
more localized level using a traffic simulation model.
While Ellsworth Avenue had a considerable amount of bike volumes, the study area
recommended is in Central/South Oakland. This area represents a higher bicycle
activity location. As shown in Figure 10, the study area recommended includes Forbes
Avenue between Atwood Street and South Bouquet Street. The study area also extends
along Atwood Street, Oakland Ave, and South Bouquet Street to Dawson Street. The
final portion of the study area is along Dawson Street from South Bouquet Street to the
Blvd of the Allies. This study area was chosen because of the high HRS bike volumes
that were estimated as well as the multiple intersections that could allow for data
collection and creation of a traffic simulation model. Figure 10 also shows the estimated
annual number of HRS bikes on each roadway segment in the study area.
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Figure 10
Recommended Oakland Study Area

Within the study area, the volumes of vehicular trips that were replaced by HRS trips
have been estimated. This information was used in the analysis task of the study to
estimate the air quality impacts on both a regional and localized level.

Study Intersections and Data Collection
Within the study area at selected intersections, personal bicycles, HRS bicycles, and
vehicles were counted. The intersection locations are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11
Study Intersections

The type of intersection controls and data collected at each of the study intersections is
listed in Table 4.
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Table 4
Study Intersections
Traffic Control and Data Collection

Study Intersection
Forbes Ave. and Atwood St.
Forbes Ave and Oakland Ave.
Forbes Ave. and S Bouquet St.
Bates St. and Atwood St.
Blvd of the Allies and Dawson St.
Sennott St. and Atwood St.
Sennott St. and Oakland Ave.
Sennott St. and S Bouquet St.
Bates St. and Oakland Ave.
Bates St. and S Bouquet St.
Dawson St. and Atwood St.
Dawson St. and Oakland Ave.

Intersection
Control
Signal Controlled
Signal Controlled
Signal Controlled
Signal Controlled
Signal Controlled
Stop Controlled
Stop Controlled
Stop Controlled
Stop Controlled
Stop Controlled
Stop Controlled
Stop Controlled

Data Collected
Bicycle counts ONLY
Bicycle counts ONLY
Bicycle counts ONLY
Vehicle and Bicycle counts
Vehicle and Bicycle counts
Vehicle and Bicycle counts
Vehicle and Bicycle counts
Vehicle and Bicycle counts
Vehicle and Bicycle counts
Vehicle and Bicycle counts
Vehicle and Bicycle counts
Vehicle and Bicycle counts

As shown in Table 4, the three intersections along the corridor of Forbes Avenue were
only counted for personal and HRS bicycles. The vehicle counts for these three
intersections were supplemented by counts completed by WSP USA in 2017 for The
Port Authority of Allegheny County [WSP USA 2017]. This study was prepared for the
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project. The vehicle counts at the other intersections were
completed as part of the study using electronic counting boards.
The counts for all of these intersections were completed during the last two weeks of
April into the first two weeks of May 2018. Each intersection had a total of two counts,
one during the AM Peak hour, 7:00am-8:00am, and one in the PM peak hour, 4:00pm5:00pm. These peak hours were chosen for consistency based on the peak hours used
in the WSP USA report [WSP USA 2017]. For the vehicle counts, the turning
movements were recorded. For the bicycle counts, personal and healthy ride bikes were
recorded separately by movement at each intersection. Both healthy ride and personal
bikes riding the wrong way on a one-way street were not counted although some were
observed.
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Development of Vehicular and Bicycle Volumes for Analysis

Because the data collected on HRS volumes in the study area in April, it was concluded
that these were not average conditions, additional data was collected to evaluate and
adjust the data to reflect the appropriate conditions for analysis purposes.

Adjustment Considerations for HRS Bicycle Volumes
The weather conditions that occurred in April, when the data was collected, may not
reflect the typical conditions because temperatures were below normal and precipitation
was frequent. As a result, the number of HRS bikes counted at the study intersections
was very limited. In order to use data to reflect normal conditions, two types of volume
adjustments were explored.
Available data was reviewed to estimate average HRS usage based on historical usage
over a year and direct measurement of higher volume HRS usage in locations were
both considered. The data shown in Table 3 was reviewed to determine if the peak hour
counts could be adjusted to reflect an average condition by using a factor of 1.378. This
is the same adjustment factor that was used to estimate average daily volumes for the
regional air quality analysis.
In addition, data was collected in the form of bike counts at two high volume cycle track
locations in the City of Pittsburgh. The cycle tracks on Penn Avenue in Downtown
Pittsburgh and Schenley Drive in Oakland were counted during the two peak hours of
analysis. The purpose of this data collection was to determine what is the typical
percentage of HRS bicycles in the total bicycle traffic volumes. Based upon the data
collected in April the HRS volumes were a very low percentage of the total bicycle
volumes
When the data from the cycle tracks was reviewed it was determined that 5% of the bike
volumes were HRS bikes. When this was compared to the April counts in Oakland,
which were less than 2%, it confirmed that the HRS volumes were a significantly lower
percentage of all bicycle activity. Both of these data sources were used to further
evaluate how to adjust the April HRS counts in the study area. The process is shown in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12
Evaluation Process to Adjust HRS Counts
Collected data in study area in April 2018
o

Evaluated data collected in 2016

Collecting additional data from cycle tracks to
adjust HRS usage

Evaluated Adjustment of HRS usage collected to reflect
average condition

Based upon this evaluation it was determined that if either of these methods were
applied, it would result in an adjustment of the HRS counts resulting in less than a 1
bicycle increase in volumes from the counts. In addition, many of the movements at the
intersections had no HRS bikes counted, so therefore there was no base volume to
adjust.
Based upon this evaluation the decision was made to add one HRS bike to each
approach for every intersection and assign that volume to the predominant non-HRS
bicycle count movement. While this method of estimating HRS bikes might overestimate
the normal volume of HRS bikes, it does represent a minimal number of HRS bikes that
might be present at each intersection.

Baseline Bicycle and Vehicular Volumes Used for Analysis
As discussed, the counted HRS volumes for each intersection were not used in the
analysis but HRS volumes were estimated based upon the volume of non-HRS bikes
counted.
To evaluate the three scenarios within the study area, a base condition of 2018
representing current operations was developed with bike volumes (HRS and non-HRS)
in conjunction with vehicular volumes for each intersection movement. One typical
intersection was chosen to illustrate how the three scenario volumes for bicycles were
developed. Figure 12 illustrates the actual vehicular and bicycle counts in the
unadjusted 2018 condition. It is noted that the top rows represent vehicular volumes and
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lower rows represents bike volumes. It is also noted that bicycle with destinations
opposite Sennott Street are entering an off-road bicycle/pedestrian path. This does not
include any HRS bikes.

Figure 12
Counted Volumes for Vehicles and Bicycles
2018 Conditions
Senott Street and Bouquet Street
AM Peak hour
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Adjustment of Current 2018 Conditions for HRS bikes Volumes
Figure 13 illustrates how the counted bicycle volumes were adjusted to reflect expected
HRS volumes at the intersections, the bottom row are all bicycle volumes and the top
row is the movement that the one HRS bicycle was added to.

Figure 13
Adjusted Volumes for HRS Bicycles
2018 Conditions
Sennott Street and Bouquet Street
AM Peak hour
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Development of 2018 Conditions with no HRS Bikes
The second scenario for which volumes were developed for analysis purposes was
2018 conditions with no HRS bikes present. The purpose of analyzing this scenario was
to determine a condition of operations if the HRS system did not exist in 2018. This was
developed by simply eliminating the HRS volumes developed and illustrated in Figure
13.

Development of 2014 Pre-HRS Conditions
The third scenario for which volumes were developed was to eliminate all bikes and
replace them with one vehicle on each approach. This scenario does reflect another
boundary condition to model increases in delay and emissions when additional vehicles
were on the roadways and no bikes were present. The purpose of this scenario was to
illustrate the benefit of all bicycles as compared to the benefit of just HRS bikes, which
was the second scenario.
All bikes were eliminated and replaced with vehicles on the same movements at the
intersection. Based upon the survey results, and the same methodology used to
estimate HRS bikes annually on roadway segments, one vehicle was added for every
20 bicycles with a minimum of one additional vehicle per approach. Figure 14 illustrated
the added replacement vehicles for the intersection of Bouquet Street and Sennott
Street.
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Figure 14
Replacement Auto Volumes for All Bicycles
2014 Conditions
Sennott Street and Bouquet Street
AM Peak hour

Selection of Model and Methods for Air Quality Analysis
The selection of an appropriate model to estimate air quality changes with the HRS
system operating in the study area was a critical step in the development of the
methodology. Several commonly used traffic simulation models were considered and
the appropriate model selected that permitted variation of the parameters to estimate
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the relative impact of the HRS usage on both traffic operations and emissions. Travel
demand models linked to an air quality model was also considered for the analysis.

Analysis Methodology
The traffic analysis was performed for both the AM and PM peak hours. As previously
described, traffic flow data including autos, personal bikes and HRS bikes was collected
at all of the study intersections. Actual signal timing for the signalized intersections were
also collected for both AM and PM peak hours. For purposes of comparing the emission
changes, three different scenarios tor years 2014 and 2018 were analyzed. Inputs of the
model were created as follows for three different scenarios.
Table 5
Data Sources for the Three Scenarios of Study
Conditions

Vehicles

HRS Bikes

Personal
Bikes

2018 Existing
Condition

Field counts

Adjusted
count

Field counts

None used

Field counts

None used

None used

2018 Without HRS

2014 condition No
Bicycles

Field Count plus increased
replacement vehicles instead of
HRS bikes
2018 Field Count Without HRS
plus increased replacement
vehicles instead of HRS and
personal bikes

A review of the usage of traffic simulation models and their methods for emission
estimates revealed and [Pulugurtha & Penmetsa, 2012] identified, several emission
factors such as vehicle speed, vehicle type, emission control technology, vehicle miles
travel, vehicle and stops delay, road grades, acceleration, fuel types that are all
parameters considered by different models for estimating transportation vehicle
emissions. For the study area of the twelve intersections it was determined that the
most important parameters for estimating emission would be vehicle and stop/ delays in
the intersections.

Selection of Traffic Analysis Model
According to [Pulugurtha & Penmetsa, 2012] MOtor Vehicle Emission Simulator
(MOVES), adopted by The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), has
built-in features to estimate emissions at various geographic scales: intersection,
corridor, region or at state-level, emission is calculated based on vehicle speed,
acceleration, vehicle mass, acceleration due to gravity, grade, rolling resistance, air
density, aerodynamic drag coefficient, frontal area, and service hours which seem to
better correlate with emissions than the vehicle speed. This type of model was not
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considered appropriate because it is used for larger geographic areas than the study
area.
[Pulugurtha & Penmetsa, 2012] also stated that traffic simulation software such as
Synchro and VISSIM provide emissions estimates on a smaller scale such as individual
intersections. Synchro estimates emissions based on vehicle miles travelled (VMT), the
number of stops and delay encountered at intersections. Similar to Synchro, Vissim also
estimate emission based on these factors.
For this study area Vissim was selected for the analysis because it is a widely used
traffic simulation software. Synchro is similar, however Vissim provides more detailed
input parameters to describe the operations of individual intersections. Vissim 9, the
version used, is a behavior-based microscopic traffic simulation model which can
analyze traffic operations under constraints such as lane configuration, traffic
composition, speed limits, traffic signals, and time of day. Figure 15 illustrates the basic
flow of the VISSIM model.

Figure 15
VISSIM Model Development

Development of VISSIM Model for Study Area
Although the twelve study intersections in Oakland were selected based on higher
volume of HRS bikes on the routes that pass through the intersections, not all
intersections in the study area were the basis of the analysis. The complete network
was not studied because there are other minor intersections between the study
intersection in the network, several entry and exit points of the vehicles between
intersections such as parking facilities and significant on-street parking in the residential
areas between these intersections. These factors impact the ability to balance volumes
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between study intersections. For these reasons, the study intersections were modeled
as individual intersections rather than a network except in one location. The three
intersections on Forbes avenue; Forbes and Atwood, Forbes and Oakland, and Forbes
and Bouquet were modeled as a network because there are no outside influences
between the intersections, while the other nine intersections were modeled as individual
intersections.
After creating the links and connectors of the intersections in the VISSIM model,
intersection traffic controls were determined. Actual signal timing data were collected for
the signalized intersections. Fixed timed signal control timings and stop control were
used in the models for purposes of the analysis.
Hourly vehicle volumes per approach were input for the models and for the vehicle
composition, two types of vehicle-passenger car and heavy vehicle were considered.
Passenger car vehicles were considered as 98% of the traffic flows and heavy vehicles
were considered as 2%. This is a default setting in the model and seemed to be a valid
assumption based on observations.
Finally, a node was created for every intersection as an emission estimation output that
determines the total emissions from the intersections based upon traffic flows on all
approaches. The ten models, nine individual intersection models and one network
model on Forbes Avenue, were run for two peak hours and three different scenarios of
2018 existing conditions, 2018 without HRS bikes and 2014 pre-HRS conditions with no
bicycles.

Air Quality Analysis Results
The goal of the analysis was to compare the volume of emissions for each peak hour

from all 12 of the intersections studied. Individual intersection results were determined
but are not presented here because the combined impact on the study area by all
twelve intersections was of interest. The three scenarios results were determined and
compared.

2018 Existing Conditions Analysis Results
From the baseline 2018 existing conditions model, node evaluation results were
summed for all twelve intersections. From the node evaluation, estimation of three
reported emission pollutants carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOX) and Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOC) can be determined. These three pollutants are selected for
evaluation in VISSIM because they are commonly used to judge air quality and have
specific identified acceptable limits that impact public health. Delay and emission results
of both AM and PM peak hours is tabulated in following Table 6.
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Queue Length, ft

Queue Length
Max, ft

Total Vehicle

Vehicle Delay,
sec

Stop Delay, sec

Stops

Emission
CO, grams

Emission
NOX, grams

Emission
VOC, grams

AM Hour

88.88

1519.86

9536.00

127.73

38.07

9.75

6319.53

1229.55

1464.61

90.41

PM Hour

117.83

1570.19

11179.00

131.32

41.31

10.44

8002.71

1557.04

1854.70

114.49

Fuel
Consumption,
gallons

Peak Hour

Table 6
2018 Existing Conditions Emission Analysis Results

2018 Conditions Without HRS Analysis Results
Delay and emission results of both AM and PM peak hours for 2018 condition without
considering HRS bikes is tabulated in following table 7. This includes increased
vehicular volumes due to the absence of the HRS bicycles.

Stops

Emission
CO, grams

Emission
NOX, grams

Emission
VOC, grams

Fuel Consumption,
gallons

Stop Delay, sec

1624.62

9584.00

128.17

37.96

10.20

6415.32

1248.19

1486.81

91.78

PM
Hour

117.90

1579.77

11212.00

131.80

41.40

10.59

8061.89

1568.55

1868.42

115.33

Total Vehicle

89.79

Queue Length, ft

AM
Hour

Peak
Hour

Vehicle Delay, sec

Queue Length Max, ft

Table 7
2018 Conditions without HRS Analysis Results

From the model results, it is evident that HRS bikes have an impact of reducing
emissions. Comparing results from two scenarios of 2018 existing condition and 2018
condition without HRS bikes, it has been observed that in AM peak hour CO was
reduced by 95.78 grams, NOX was reduced by 18.64 grams, VOC was reduced by
22.20 grams and fuel consumption was reduced by 1.37 gallons. In the PM peak hour
CO was reduced by 59.18 grams, NOX was reduced by 11.52 grams, VOC was
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reduced by 13.72 grams and fuel consumption was reduced by 0.85 gallons. Every
individual pollutant (CO, NOX and VOC) and fuel consumption was reduced by 1.49
percent in the AM peak hour and by 0.73 percent in the PM peak hour by using HRS
bikes.

2014 Pre-HRS No Bicycle Conditions Analysis Results
Delay and emission results of both AM and PM peak hours for 2014 condition without
considering any bikes including HRS is tabulated in Table 8.

Peak Hour

Queue Length, ft

Queue Length Max, ft

Total Vehicle

Vehicle Delay, sec

Stop Delay, sec

Stops

Emission
CO, grams

Emission
NOX, grams

Emission
VOC, grams

Fuel Consumption,
gallons

Table 8
2014 Pre-HRS Conditions Analysis Results

AM Hour

92.67

1616.96

9723.00

127.94

38.86

10.14

6545.30

1273.48

1516.94

93.64

PM Hour

133.20

1700.14

11401.00

135.86

44.34

10.67

8363.01

1627.14

1938.21

119.64

Comparing 2014 conditions with current 2018 conditions (including HRS and personal
bikes), it has been observed that in AM peak hour, CO, NOx and VOC was reduced
225.77 grams, 43.93 grams, 52.32 grams respectively and fuel consumption has by
reduced 3.23 gallons. In the PM peak hour, CO, NOx and VOC was reduced by 360.31
grams, 70.10 grams, 83.50 grams respectively and fuel consumption was reduced by
5.16 gallons. So, in the comparison of the contribution of personal bikes and HRS bikes
in the Oakland Study Area, CO, NOx, VOC and fuel consumption were reduced 3.45
percent in the AM peak hour and 4.31 percent in the PM peak hour.

Summary of Results
The analysis of the study area revealed that the usage of HRS bicycles reduces
emissions for the two peak hours studied. When all HRS bicycles are eliminated in the
2018 condition emissions are estimated to be 1.49% and 0.73% higher in the AM and
PM peak hours of traffic activity respectively. When comparing current conditions to a
scenario of no bicycle activity in the study area the emission increases are even higher
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and estimated to be 3.45% and 4.31% respectively for the two peak hours. These
results illustrate the benefits to air quality of HRS bicycles and all bicycles in general.
These results are illustrated in Figures 16 and 17.

Figure 16
Comparison of Percentage Emissions Reduction
2018 With and Without HRS Bikes in Study Area
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2.00

Figure 17
Comparison of Percentage Emissions Reduction
2018 Existing Condition and 2014 Pre-HRS Condition in Study Area
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Summary
The Oakland Study Area was selected for the localized air quality analysis because it
represents a high activity area for the HRS bikes. 12 intersections with high HRS
projected routes were selected and studied. For each of these 12 intersections
intersection volumes of vehicles and bicycles were counted and estimated for these 3
conditions.
Baseline emission conditions in 2018 with HRS and other bicycles operating in the
study area during the peak hours of traffic volumes;
Estimated 2018 conditions if no HRS bicycles were operating in the study area during
the same peak periods; and
2014 Pre-HRS Conditions with no bicycles operating in the study area with the same
traffic volumes as 2018.
These 3 conditions were studied using the VISSIM traffic simulation model that
estimates vehicle delays, queueing and corresponding emissions. For the conditions of
eliminating all HRS and personal bikes additional vehicle volumes were added that
represented estimates of the mode shift that may have occurred with the HRS bikes
were made available or if no bike activity existed.
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The results of this analysis revealed reductions in emissions varying from 0.73% to
4.31% depending upon the scenarios compared and the peak hour of traffic conditions.
The results illustrate the benefits to air quality of both the HRS bicycle system and
bicycles in general within the Oakland Study area.

Regional Air Quality Analysis
Data has been provided by this project to SPC to determine the regional air quality
impacts. The estimated number of autos removed from the highway network by origin
and destination station in annual and daily trips is the basic data needed. This
information will be used by SPC to determine the reduction in vehicle miles travel (VMT)
from the travel demand model and the reduction in emissions from the regional air
quality model. The results of this analysis will be additional information to document the
air quality benefits of HRS.

Summary
The goal of this research evaluation was to determine the sustainable transportation
benefits of the bike share system recently established in the Pittsburgh region, the
Healthy Ride System (HRS). This evaluation developed a methodology to quantify the
sustainability benefits that can be applied to other regions that have established or are
anticipating implementation of a bike share system.
The work plan consisted of three primary tasks. The tasks include (1) a survey of users
to determine travel characteristics and economic impacts, (2) data collection of bike
share users, (3) analysis of the data and development of a methodology to quantify the
benefits.
Growing concern regarding climate change and greenhouse gas emissions have led to
an increase in demand for alternative transportation. As a result, bike share services
have increased significantly in the 21st century and continue to gain popularity as a
cheaper and more sustainable way to travel. Most bike share riders switched from
transportation modes that were already considered somewhat sustainable and
economical (transit, personal bicycling, walking).
One goal moving forward for bike share is to make the service good enough so that
drivers can feel comfortable replacing their cars with the combination of bike share and
public transportation. Determining the air quality benefits of bike share has not been
explored in detail except for a study in Beijing China. This research effort has explored
air quality benefits on a local level and regional level.
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In order to estimate the number of vehicles that HRS users have eliminated from the
roadway network the location and volume of travel by HRS bike users was determined.
This information, along with the survey results, was then used to determine the volumes
and routes of vehicle trips eliminated on a routine daily basis.
The most direct method to determine the amount of travel being performed by bikeshare
system users, would be by tracking the number, length of trip and route of users on the
roadway network. However, the HRS in Pittsburgh cannot track this data through their
user profiles and GPS tracking of the bikes in the system was not available.
Currently, the pickup and drop off location of each bike is tracked in addition to the trip
duration. The data on each individual bike usage relative to station pickup, drop-off, time
and length of trip was used to estimate the routes and volumes of users.
An origin/destination matrix for one full year of data (2016) was developed from the
information currently available from HRS. This data was summarized by number of trips
between stations. Trips that begin and end at the same station were not used. A review
of the 2016 data revealed that 26% of the 76,419 total trips began and ended at the
same station. These were most likely not trips that were a result of a mode shift from an
auto or transit mode and therefore would not be considered in the eventual analysis of
air quality benefits.
From this information the most likely routes used by riders between stations were
estimated. The number of frequent riders (8.58% of all users traveling 4-7 days per
week) that shifted from auto were estimated to convert bicycle trips of vehicle trips.
Although there may be many other vehicle trips that replaced auto trips these criteria
were selected because they represent frequent users that would replace previous auto
trips on a typical weekday thus reducing emissions on an ongoing basis.
The routes used were based upon projected travel paths from a travel routing
application, google earth, which provides recommended routes for bicycle and vehicle
trips. These types of travel applications provide several potential routes, but the most
likely was used. The selected route’s travel time was also compared to the average
travel time information from HRS. Preferred routes during peak traffic periods were
used.
The analysis of the selected study area revealed that the usage of HRS bicycles
reduces vehicle emissions for the two typical weekday peak hours studied in an area of
high activity in the Oakland section of the City of Pittsburgh. When all HRS bicycles are
eliminated in the 2018 condition emissions are estimated to be 1.49% and 0.73% higher
in the AM and PM peak hours of traffic activity respectively. When comparing current
conditions to a scenario of no bicycle activity in the study area the emission increases
are even higher and estimated to be 3.45% and 4.31% respectively for the two peak
hours. These results illustrate the benefits to air quality of HRS bicycles and all bicycles
in general. Additional analysis of the regional emission reduction maybe performed by
SPC based upon the data generated by this research in the future.
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Healthy Ride Survey
Q1.1 Thank you for being a Healthy Ride user. In order to help us improve our service and
better understand our user’s needs, please take this brief survey. This survey will help us
identify the benefits of Healthy Ride to our transportation system and the environment and
improve the experience for our customers. Participation is voluntary and all responses will be
confidential. Responders will not be identified in the results. There will be no payment for
participating.
Q2.1 Travel Habits The travel habits and attitudes of our users are important to determine how
we are affecting the transportation system. The following questions will help us identify the
benefits to the system.
Q2.2 How many times do you use the Healthy Ride system?
 7 days per week (1)
 4-6 days per week (2)
 1-3 day(s) per week (3)
 1-3 day(s) per month (4)
 I no longer use the Healthy Ride system (5)
Q2.3 What is the usual primary purpose of your Healthy Ride bike trip?
 Go to or from work (1)
 Go to or from school (2)
 Go to a personal appointment (3)
 Social / entertainment (4)
 Restaurant (5)
 Exercise / recreation (6)
 Shopping or errands (7)
 Trail rides (8)
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Q2.4 What is the primary method of travel that your usual Healthy Ride trip replaces?
 Port Authority Bus (1)
 Light Rail (2)
 Personal Vehicle (3)
 Carpool/ Van pool (4)
 Taxi/Uber/Lyft (5)
 Personal bicycle (6)
 Walking (7)
 Other (8)
 None- did not make the trip (9)
Q2.5 In minutes, how long does your usual trip take?
 In minutes (1) ____________________
 Don’t remember (2)
Q2.6 On what day of the week do you make your usual Healthy Ride trip?
 Weekday (Monday - Friday) (1)
 Saturday (2)
 Sunday (3)
 I don't have a usual day (4)
Q2.7 What time of day is your usual trip?
 7 AM to 9 AM (1)
 9 AM to 4 PM (2)
 4 PM to 6 PM (3)
 6 PM to 9 PM (4)
 9 PM to 7 AM (5)
 I don't have a usual travel (6)
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Q2.8 Prior to using the Healthy Ride system, how often did you use other transportation modes
for your trips?
Always (1)

Most of the
time (2)

About half
the time (3)

Sometimes
(4)

Never (5)

Port Authority
Bus (1)











Light Rail (2)











Personal
Vehicle (3)











Carpool/ Van
pool (4)











Taxi/Uber/Lyft
(5)











Personal
Bicycle (6)











Walking (7)











Other (8)











Q2.9 Since using Healthy Ride, how often do you use other transportation modes for your trips?
Always (1)

Most of the
time (2)

About half
the time (3)

Sometimes
(4)

Never (5)

Port Authority
Bus (1)











Light Rail (2)











Personal
Vehicle (3)











Carpool/ Van
pool (4)











Taxi/Uber/Lyft
(5)











Personal
Bicycle (6)











Walking (7)











Other (8)
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Q2.10 When using Healthy Ride, how often do you use other transportation modes in the same
trip?
Always (1)

Most of the
time (2)

About half
the time (3)

Sometimes
(4)

Never (5)

Port Authority
Bus (1)











Light Rail (2)











Personal
Vehicle (3)











Carpool/ Van
pool (4)











Taxi/Uber/Lyft
(5)











Personal
Bicycle (6)











Walking (7)











Other (8)











Q2.11 If you have reduced your annual driving miles since using Healthy Ride, to what extent
did Healthy Ride contribute to the reduction?
 Did not reduce driving miles (1)
 Healthy Ride was the main factor (2)
 Healthy Ride was a major factor, in combination with other things (3)
 Healthy Ride was a minor factor, in combination with other more important things (4)
 Healthy Ride was not a factor (5)
 Don’t know (6)
Q3.1 Economic Benefits The economic benefit of Healthy Ride to our region is important.
Please answer the following questions to help us identify this specific benefit.
Q3.2 Do you ever purchase meals at restaurants in the area that you travel to using the Healthy
Ride system? If so, how much?
 Yes, on average $ (1) ____________________
 Yes but I am don't know/not sure (2)
 No (3)
Q3.3 Do you ever shop in the area that you travel to using the Healthy Ride system? If so, how
much?
 Yes, on average $ (1) ____________________
 Yes but I am don't know/not sure (2)
 No (3)
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Q3.4 About how many stores do you visit when traveling to an area by Healthy Ride?
 On average (1) ____________________
 Don’t know/not sure (2)
 I do not visit stores during my trips (3)
Q3.5 Has the availability of Healthy Ride changed how often or where you spend money in any
of the services mentioned above?
 No change (1)
 Somewhat changed (2)
 Changed a lot (3)
Q4.1 Customer Satisfaction In order to help us improve Healthy Ride, please answer the
following questions.
Q4.2 How would the following improvements improve your experience the Healthy Ride
system?
Will definitely
improve my user
experience (1)

Will somewhat
improve my user
experience (2)

Will make no
difference (3)

More docks/bikes at
existing stations (1)







More stations in
residential
neighborhoods (2)







More stations in
commercial /
employment areas
(3)







More stations near
bus and LRT stations
(4)







More stations
adjacent to bike lane
facilities (5)







Provide real time
information on travel
conditions (6)







Keep track of how
many miles you
travel in a trip (7)







Keep track of how
fast you travel (8)







Provide helmets for
rent in the station (9)
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Q4.3 How satisfied were you with your last Healthy Ride rental?
 Highly satisfied (1)
 Somewhat satisfied (2)
 Indifferent (3)
 Somewhat dissatisfied (4)
 Highly dissatisfied (5)
Q4.4 Has a technical problem with the actual bicycle or bicycle computer prevented you from
starting or completing a trip in the last 6 months? If yes, how you report the problem?
 No, it did not happened or prevented me of using the Healthy Ride (398)
 Yes and I reported it by calling (399)
 Yes and I reported it using the app nextbike (400)
 Yes and I reported it using email (401)
 Yes but I did not report it (402)
Q4.5 Has a technical problem with the kiosk or docking station prevented you from starting or
completing a trip in the last 6 months? If yes, how did you report the problem?
 No, it did not happened or prevented me of using the Healthy Ride (3)
 Yes and I reported it by calling (4)
 Yes and I reported it using the app nextbike (5)
 Yes and I reported it using email (6)
 Yes but I did not report it (7)
Q4.6 How satisfied were you with the ease of using the mobile app, nextbike?
 Highly satisfied (1)
 Somewhat satisfied (2)
 Indifferent (3)
 Somewhat dissatisfied (4)
 Highly dissatisfied (5)
 I do not use the mobile app (6)
Q4.7 How satisfied were you with the ease of using the station kiosk?
 Highly satisfied (1)
 Somewhat satisfied (2)
 Indifferent (3)
 Somewhat dissatisfied (4)
 Highly dissatisfied (5)
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Q4.8 Overall, how satisfied are you with Healthy Ride?
 Highly satisfied (1)
 Somewhat satisfied (2)
 Indifferent (3)
 Somewhat dissatisfied (4)
 Highly dissatisfied (5)
Q5.1 DemographicsThe following questions are provided to understand the profile of our users
Q5.2 How do you self-identify?
 Male (1)
 Female (2)
 Other (3)
 Prefer not to answer (4)
Q5.3 Which of the following describe your race or ethnicity? Select all that apply
❑ Asian or Pacific Islander (1)
❑ Black or African American (2)
❑ Hispanic or Latino (3)
❑ Native American (4)
❑ White (5)
❑ Other (6) ____________________
❑ Prefer not to answer (7)
Q5.4 What is your age?
 Under 18 (1)
 18 – 24 (2)
 25 – 34 (3)
 35 – 44 (4)
 45 – 54 (5)
 55 – 64 (6)
 65 or older (7)
 Prefer not to answer (8)
Q5.5 Are you currently employed, either full or part time?
 Yes, I have a Full time job (1)
 Yes, I have a Part time job (2)
 Not currently employed (3)
 Prefer not to answer (4)
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Q5.6 What’s the ZIP code at your main place of work?
 ZIP Code (1) ____________________
 No main place of work or traveling worker (2)
 Prefer not to answer (3)
Q5.7 What ZIP code do you live in?
 ZIP Code (1) ____________________
 Outside the US (2)
 N/A (3)
 Prefer not to answer (4)
Q5.8 What is the highest level of education you have received?
 No H.S. diploma (1)
 H.S. diploma/equivalent (GED) (2)
 Some college, but no degree (3)
 Associate’s degree, vocational school, or certificate program (4)
 Bachelor’s degree (5)
 Master’s degree (6)
 Professional school degree (MD, DDC, JD et.) or doctorate degree (PhD, EdD, etc.) (7)
 Prefer not to answer (8)
Q5.9 Are you currently enrolled in school, either full or part time?
 Full time (1)
 Part time (2)
 Not enrolled (3)
 Prefer not to answer (4)
Q5.10 What is your household’s annual income from all sources before taxes?
 Less than $10,000 (1)
 $10,000 to $14,999 (2)
 $15,000 to $24,999 (3)
 $25,000 to $34,999 (4)
 $35,000 to $49,999 (5)
 $50,000 to $74,999 (6)
 $75,000 to $99,999 (7)
 $100,000 to $149,999 (8)
 $150,000 to $199,999 (9)
 $200,000 or more (10)
 Prefer not to answer (11)
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Q5.11 Do you own a vehicle?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
 Prefer not to answer (3)
Q6.1 Thank you for completing the survey.The information you provided is highly valued.
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Q2.2 - How
many times do you use the
Healthy Ride system?

Answer

% Count

7 days per week

1.36%

4

4-6 days per week

7.12%

21

1-3 day(s) per week

17.29%

51

1-3 day(s) per month

62.03%

183

I no longer use the Healthy Ride system

12.20%

36

100%

295

Total
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Q2.3 - What
is the usual primary purpose of your Healthy Ride bike trip?

Answer
Go to or from work

% Count
17.57%

52

Go to or from school

2.36%

7

Go to a personal appointment

6.76%

20

27.36%

81

2.36%

7

Exercise / recreation

31.08%

92

Shopping or errands

7.77%

23

Trail rides

4.73%

14

Total

100%

296

Social / entertainment
Restaurant
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Q2.4 - What
is the primary method of travel that your usual Healthy Ride trip replaces?

Answer

%

Count

19.26%

57

0.68%

2

22.30%

66

Carpool/ Van pool

0.00%

0

Taxi/Uber/Lyf

4.73%

14

Personal bicycle

14.19%

42

Walking

34.80%

103

Other

1.35%

4

None- did not make the trip

2.70%

8

Total

100%

296

Port Authority Bus
Light Rail
Personal Vehicle
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Q2.5 - In minutes, how long does your
usual trip take?

Answer

% Count

In minutes

89.76%

263

Don’t remember

10.24%

30

100%

293

Total

63

Q2.6 - On what day of the week
do you make your usual Healthy Ride trip?

Answer

%

Count

Weekday (Monday - Friday)

34.58%

102

Saturday

15.25%

45

7.80%

23

42.37%

125

100%

295

Sunday
I don't have a usual day
Total

64

Q2.7 - What time of day is your usual trip?

Answer

%

Count

7 AM to 9 AM

8.14%

24

9 AM to 4 PM

28.14%

83

4 PM to 6 PM

12.88%

38

6 PM to 9 PM

11.86%

35

9 PM to 7 AM

2.03%

6

36.95%

109

100%

295

I don't have a usual travel
Total

65

Q2.8 - Prior to using the Healthy Ride system, how often did you
use other transportation modes for your trips?

Most of the
time

Question

Always

Port Authority
Bus

11.64%

34

14.04% 41

2.74%

8

4.11% 12

Light Rail

About half
the time

Sometimes

10.96% 32
2.40%
66

7

Never

Total

32.88%

96

30.48%

89

292

30.82%

90

59.93%

175

292

Personal Vehicle
Carpool/ Van
pool

20.89%

61

0.00%

0

25.34% 74
2.05%

6

67

7.53% 22

25.00%

73

21.23%

62

292

2.40%

14.38%

42

81.16%

237

292

7

Taxi/Uber/Lyf

0.34%

1

5.48% 16

5.48% 16

Personal Bicycle

3.08%

9

11.64% 34

Walking

8.22%

24

23.63% 69

Other

0.34%

1

1.03%

46.92% 137

41.78%

122

292

11.30% 33

29.45%

86

44.52%

130

292

20.89% 61

40.41% 118

6.85%

20

292

86.64%

253

292

3

0.34%

68

1

11.64%

34

Q2.9 - Since using Healthy Ride, how often do you use other
transportation modes for your trips?

Question

Most of the
time

Always

About half
the time

Port Authority
Bus

9.28%

27

14.78% 43

Light Rail

1.72%

5

3.44% 10

14.43%

42

24.05% 70

0.00%

0

Personal Vehicle
Carpool/ Van
pool

1.03%

Sometimes

10.31% 30

Never

Total

32.99%

96

32.65%

95

291

9

30.58%

89

61.17%

178

291

11.00% 32

27.49%

80

23.02%

67

291

13.40%

39

83.51%

243

291

3.09%

3

2.06%
69

6

Taxi/Uber/Lyf

0.00%

0

3.78% 11

5.15% 15

48.45% 141

42.61%

124

291

Personal Bicycle

3.44%

10

12.71% 37

7.90% 23

27.84%

81

48.11%

140

291

Walking

6.87%

20

18.90% 55

23.02% 67

44.33% 129

6.87%

20

291

Other

0.34%

1

87.29%

254

291

0.69%

2

0.69%

70

2

11.00%

32

Q2.10 - When using Healthy Ride, how often do you use other
transportation modes in the same trip?

Most of the
time

About half
the time

Question

Always

Port Authority Bus

2.75%

8

4.12%

12

5.50%

16

24.74%

72

62.89%

183

291

Light Rail

1.03%

3

1.37%

4

2.06%

6

13.40%

39

82.13%

239

291

Personal Vehicle

11.00% 32

6.19%

18

4.81%

14

12.71%

37

65.29%

190

291

Carpool/ Van pool

0.34%

0.34%

1

1.03%

3

6.19%

18

92.10%

268

291

1

71

Sometimes

Never

Total

Taxi/Uber/Lyf

0.00%

0

1.03%

3

3.44%

72

10

14.78%

43

80.76%

235

291

Personal Bicycle

0.34%

1

1.37%

4

2.75%

8

5.50%

16

90.03%

262

291

Walking

14.78% 43

19.59%

57

13.40%

39

30.58%

89

21.65%

63

291

Other

0.69%

0.69%

2

0.69%

2

5.84%

17

92.10%

268

291

2
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Q2.11 - If you have reduced your annual driving
miles since using Healthy Ride, to what extent did Healthy Ride contribute to
the reduction?

Answer

% Count

Did not reduce driving miles

47.10%

138

Healthy Ride was the main factor

3.41%

10

Healthy Ride was a major factor, in combination with other things

9.90%

29

Healthy Ride was a minor factor, in combination with other more important things

14.68%

43

Healthy Ride was not a factor

14.33%

42

Don’t know

10.58%

31

100%

293

Total

74

Q3.2 - Do
you ever purchase meals at restaurants in the area that you travel to using the
Healthy Ride system? If so, how much?

Answer

% Count

Yes, on average $

47.84%

133

Yes but I am don't know/not sure

23.38%

65

No

28.78%

80

100%

278

Total

75

Q3.3 - Do you ever shop in the area that you travel to using the Healthy Ride
system? If so, how much?

Answer

% Count

Yes, on average $

29.14%

81

Yes but I am don't know/not sure

34.17%

95

No

36.69%

102

100%

278

Total

76

Q3.4 - About
how many stores do you visit when traveling to an area by Healthy Ride?

Answer

%

Count

On average

42.09%

117

Don’t know/not sure

23.38%

65

I do not visit stores during my trips

34.53%

96

100%

278

Total

77

Q3.5 - Has the availability of Healthy Ride changed how often or where you
spend money in any of the services mentioned above?

Answer

% Count

No change

57.55%

160

Somewhat changed

37.41%

104

Changed a lot

5.04%

14

Total

100%

278
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Q4.2 - How
would the following improvements improve your experience the Healthy Ride system?

Question

More docks/bikes at existing
stations
More stations in residential
neighborhoods

Will
definitely
improve my
user
experience

Will somewhat
improve my user
experience

Will make no
difference

Total

26.47%

72

30.88%

84

42.65%

116

272

45.22%

123

34.56%

94

20.22%

55

272
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More stations in commercial
/ employment areas
More stations near bus and
LRT stations
More stations adjacent to
bike lane facilities
Provide real time
information on travel
conditions
Keep track of how many
miles you travel in a trip
Keep track of how fast you
travel
Provide helmets for rent in
the station

48.53%

132

32.35%

88

19.12%

52

272

35.29%

96

25.00%

68

39.71%

108

272

33.09%

90

37.87%

103

29.04%

79

272

17.65%

48

28.68%

78

53.68%

146

272

27.21%

74

28.68%

78

44.12%

120

272

20.59%

56

25.74%

70

53.68%

146

272

26.47%

72

25.37%

69

48.16%

131

272
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Q4.3 - How
satisfied were you with your last Healthy Ride rental?

Answer

%

Count

Highly satisfied

58.09%

158

Somewhat satisfied

29.04%

79

Indifferent

2.21%

6

Somewhat dissatisfied

8.82%

24

Highly dissatisfied

1.84%

5

Total

100%

272
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Q4.4 - Has
a technical problem with the actual bicycle or bicycle computer prevented you from
starting or completing a trip in the last 6 months? If yes, how you report the
problem?

Answer

%

Count

No, it did not happened or prevented me of using the Healthy Ride

61.40%

167

Yes and I reported it by calling

16.54%

45

Yes and I reported it using the app nextbike

8.82%

24

Yes and I reported it using email

1.10%

3

12.13%

33

100%

272

Yes but I did not report it
Total

82

Q4.5 - Has
a technical problem with the kiosk or docking station prevented you from
starting or completing a trip in the last 6 months? If yes, how did you report the problem?

Answer

%

Count

No, it did not happened or prevented me of using the Healthy Ride

46.69%

127

Yes and I reported it by calling

26.84%

73

Yes and I reported it using the app nextbike

8.09%

22

Yes and I reported it using email

2.94%

8

15.44%

42

100%

272

Yes but I did not report it
Total

83

Q4.6 - How
satisfied were you with the ease of using the mobile app, nextbike?

Answer

% Count

Highly satisfied

30.51%

83

Somewhat satisfied

34.93%

95

Indifferent

7.35%

20

Somewhat dissatisfied

7.72%

21

Highly dissatisfied

2.94%

8

16.54%

45

100%

272

I do not use the mobile app
Total

84

Q4.7 - How
satisfied were you with the ease of using the station kiosk?

Answer

%

Count

Highly satisfied

21.69%

59

Somewhat satisfied

28.31%

77

Indifferent

24.63%

67

Somewhat dissatisfied

17.28%

47

Highly dissatisfied

8.09%

22

Total

100%

272
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Q4.8 - Overall,
how satisfied are you with Healthy Ride?

Answer

%

Count

Highly satisfied

55.15%

150

Somewhat satisfied

33.82%

92

Indifferent

2.94%

8

Somewhat dissatisfied

6.99%

19

Highly dissatisfied

1.10%

3

Total

100%

272
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Q5.2 - How do you self-identify?

Answer

%

Count

Male

54.07%

146

Female

43.33%

117

Other

0.74%

2

Prefer not to answer

1.85%

5

Total

100%

270
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Q5.3 - Which
of the following describe your race or ethnicity? Select all that apply

Answer

%

Count

Asian or Pacific Islander

6.67%

18

Black or African American

2.96%

8

Hispanic or Latino

3.70%

10

Native American

0.74%

2

White

84.44%

228

Other

2.22%

6

Prefer not to answer

2.96%

8

Total

100%

270

88

Q5.4 - What is your age?

Answer

%

Count

Under 18

0.37%

1

18 – 24

12.22%

33

25 – 34

45.19%

122

35 – 44

18.15%

49

45 – 54

14.44%

39

55 – 64

7.41%

20

65 or older

1.48%

4

Prefer not to answer

0.74%

2

Total

100%

270
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Q5.5 - Are you currently employed, either full or part time?

Answer

%

Count

Yes, I have a Full time job

84.07%

227

Yes, I have a Part time job

7.04%

19

Not currently employed

7.04%

19

Prefer not to answer

1.85%

5

Total

100%

270
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Q5.6 - What’s the ZIP code at your main place of work?

Answer

%

Count

ZIP Code

81.85%

221

No main place of work or traveling worker

10.74%

29

Prefer not to answer

7.41%

20

Total

100%

270
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Q5.7 - What ZIP code do you live in?

Answer

%

Count

ZIP Code

96.30%

260

Outside the US

0.00%

0

Prefer not to answer

3.70%

10

Total

100%

270
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Q5.8 - What
is the highest level of education you have received?

Answer

% Count

No H.S. diploma

0.37%

1

H.S. diploma/equivalent (GED)

1.48%

4

Some college, but no degree

5.93%

16

Associate’s degree, vocational school, or certificate program

3.70%

10

Bachelor’s degree

47.78%

129

Master’s degree

30.37%

82

Professional school degree (MD, DDC, JD et.) or doctorate degree (PhD, EdD, etc.)

9.63%

26

Prefer not to answer

0.74%

2

Total

100%

270
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Q5.9 - Are you currently enrolled in school, either full or part time?

Answer

%

Count

Full time

9.63%

26

Part time

4.81%

13

83.33%

225

Prefer not to answer

2.22%

6

Total

100%

270

Not enrolled
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Q5.10 - What
is your household’s annual income from all sources before taxes?

Answer

%

Count

Less than $10,000

1.48%

4

$10,000 to $14,999

2.59%

7

$15,000 to $24,999

3.70%

10

$25,000 to $34,999

7.78%

21

$35,000 to $49,999

11.11%

30

$50,000 to $74,999

15.93%

43

$75,000 to $99,999

12.96%

35
95

$100,000 to $149,999

13.70%

37

$150,000 to $199,999

10.00%

27

7.78%

21

12.96%

35

100%

270

$200,000 or more
Prefer not to answer
Total
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Q5.11 - Do you own a vehicle?

Answer

%

Count

Yes

77.78%

210

No

20.74%

56

Prefer not to answer

1.48%

4

Total

100%

270
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Evaluating the Air Quality Benefits of the Healthy Ride Bikeshare System

Appendix C Cluster Origin/Destination Data
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Evaluating the Air Quality Benefits of the Healthy Ride Bikeshare System

Oakland-Shadyside Cluster Origin-Destination
Annual Trips Volumes and Average Travel Duration
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Evaluating the Air Quality Benefits of the Healthy Ride Bikeshare System

Downtown-Strip District-Lawrenceville Cluster Origin-Destination
Annual Trips Volumes and Average Travel Duration
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Evaluating the Air Quality Benefits of the Healthy Ride Bikeshare System

Appendix D Sample of Origin-Destination Travel Data
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Evaluating the Air Quality Benefits of the Healthy Ride Bikeshare System

Sample of Origin-Destination Matrix
Google Earth Estimated Travel Time (Minutes)
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Evaluating the Air Quality Benefits of the Healthy Ride Bikeshare System
Sample of Origin-Destination Matrix
Google Earth Estimated Route Distances (Miles)
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Evaluating the Air Quality Benefits of the Healthy Ride Bikeshare System
Sample of Origin-Destination Matrix
Google Earth Estimated Travel Time (Minutes)
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